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1.

Einstein's gravitational Lagrangian possesses two distinct Inveriances;

the well-known GL(U,R) invariance of Einstein under co-ordinate transformations,
and the less familiar SL(2,C) gauge-invariance of Weyl.

The literature of

general relativity places so much emphasis on the GL(1*,R) group structure
with its differential geometry connotations that the particle group theorist
has tended to regard Einstein's "beautiful Lagrangian as an entity foreign to
his experience.

In this note we wish to rewrite this Lagrangian
in a
2)
Dirac y-matrix "basis
, emphasising its SL(2,C) gauge-invariance aspects.
Our motivation is to show that the underlying SL(2,C) gauge symmetry can be
immediately generalized to SL(6,C) or U(6,6) without increasing the dimensionality of space and time.

In another note we shall show that such Einstein-

like Lagrangians appear to offer a deep "basis for marrying internal symmetries
with space and time.

2.

Consider SL(2,C) gauge transformations,

S(x) *

under which a spin-- field

exp

ij>(x) transforms as

i(i(x) •+ ^'(x) •

together with a set of sixteen fields

S(x) i^(x)

(2)

L^(x) = L ya (x) y

which transform as:

Here
B

-

Y0S+yQ

.

(U)-

For the SL(2,C) gauge transformation (l), S(x) = S~ (x) , so that the mass
term

#

is an invariant but the kinetic-energy-like term

ijT L? 9

To correct this, introduce in the usual manner a "connection" B ,
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^

is not.

consisting of 2l+ fields

B a , which tranaform as

By - By » S(x) B^ S^fx) - i S t x l S ^ ^ x )
One easily verifies thatAcombination (d + i B )i|>

<6>* _,

transforms "correctly" as

(9 + i B)i|> •+ S(x) (3., + i B )ty
so that

.

.

(T)

finally

i s an SL(2,C) s c a l a r .
The sixteen fields

I* (x) are the so-called vierbein fields which are

connected with Einstein's metric field
relation

g

= r- Tr L L

g^ (x) through the y-matrix trace

. As usual

g

can be used to raise and lover

Greek indices so far as GL(^,R) co-ordinate

transformations are concerned.

However,from our present point of view the SL(2,C) scalar fields g
are a complete irrelevance
physical entities.
for the vierbein

and the vierbein fields

I/lx) are the essential

Our real problem,thus,is to provide equations of motion

L (x) and the connection

B (x) . To do this, define
M

the covariant "curl" of B

in the conventional manner

uv ~ u v
From (6), B

v y

y' v

transforms as

• v - v -s v s - 1

-1

The simplest

u
SL(2,C) gauge-invariant Lagrangian for L

•
and B

(io)

is

that given by thefDirac trace) expression:

i Tr

[L\ L V ] B y v

.

(11)

Our
succinct
expression
divided
by the factor
V -claim
detr- is
Tr that
L^LV thisis
equivalent
to the when
Palatini
formulation
of the Einstein
Lagrangian.

This can be shown as follows:
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,a) Vary B u and L

separately in «C » given by

V - det J f f l r L V

- j C - i T r [ l V ] ByV >

and obtain two sets of first-order equations of motion.

(12)
One of these

two sets can be solved algebraically and gives the usual expression
Bit in terms of L^ and 3, L v .
V
A
b) When B is eliminated from *. , we obtain an expression which
reduces to the standard Einstein Lagrangian with g V V • r T r (L^L V ) ,
of the connection

It 1 B worth remarking that apart from a four-divergence,(11) can be written
in the M0ller form h)
'
Tr
where,in accordance with the discussion on covariant derivatives^we define

S and
For completeness, one may also remark that the relation' between rj
Ba

(the co-ordinate-based and vierbeln-based affine connections,

respectively) could be expressed in this

where

L

=

g

L

y-matrix language as;

andj inversely,

This equation has the status of a definition for
possible one.

F

It is not the only-

It has, however, the merit that, using (l6), the usual co-

variant derivative

(9 + T) acting on

g
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gives zero.

3.

To summarize, the SL(2,C) gauge invariant (as veil as GL(U,R) invariant)

^, . . „ . is given tf
by
Einstein-Weyl
°

- J- T r

( L V )

£

E > W

_

= iTr [ L V ] B y v + i i i - p

where B
is given by .(9/There is nothing in this expression,however, which cannot
SL(6,C).

Thus, parametrize ^

LV

and

B

^

(

be generalized to

for SL(6,C) in the form:

L" -

(19)

where

)\ ,i = 0,...,8; are the Gell-Mann U(3) matrices. The field trans-

formations, covariant derivatives, invariant Lagrangians, etc. all remain the
same as above.

The Lagrangian (17) is SL(6,C) gauge invariant and as such

yields a set of SL(6,C) conserved currents which are given by d^L ^fe

.

Clearly the same ideas can be applied to any extension of SL(6,C), for example,
U(6,6) or SL(6,C) x SL(6,C).
for GL(H,R).

As an unnecessary luxury it transforms correctly

The structure and the physical significance of the extra fields

introduced in (l8) and (19) will be discussed elsewhere.
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